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Built Environment & Technology
I.

Enable Learning and Foster Intellectual Inquiry

A. Learning can happen anywhere. Each space should be designed to fulfill its potential
as a learning environment. Cal Poly’s ‘learn-by-doing’implies that active learning
happens everywhere.
1. There are a wide variety of successful learning strategies.
Classrooms and labs should be flexible and be of a size and shape for the most efficient learning
scenario.
Seminars @ 20 max, Classroom
@ 40 max, Lectures from 60 to 150 max, specific to discipline. Technology for presentation is
compact and handles multiple media.
2. All buildings should be evaluated for their needs for technology and technology support
(computer, communication, presentation, HVAC), plans should be made for implementing an
upgrade to a campus standard of excellence.
All rooms should be evaluated for the audibility of the presentation modes used.

3. Outdoor rooms should be upgraded with teaching in mind and be comfortable for small groups
or individuals to use as well. This includes agricultural lands as well as the academic core.
4. On-campus residences should accommodate married students and new faculty as well as
single students or groups of students.
Study areas, collegiality, etc
5. Utility infrastructure should also support learning by those
disciplines that can use them as an example for classes.
Classes on HVAC held in the power plant or mechanical rooms of different buildings.

B. As a polytechnic University infrastructure for learning should include the best
available design and technology, especially in classrooms, labs, libraries, residence
halls, and all informal study spaces indoors and out.
1. All rooms with scheduled class activities should be flexible and efficient to allow for the
maximum possible control of lighting, furniture placements, temperature, air quality, presentation
equipment, and teaching mode or research needs.
2. In addition to infrastructure, the furniture and equipment should
support the teaching/learning mission.
All furniture and equipment should be ergonomically such as desks sized for college students’
use.
3. Flexibility of changing use of technology needs should be an integral part of the design of
learning spaces.
Walls that are easily reconfigured.
4. Technology should be appropriately intergrated into the identified learning space

C. All support spaces should promote interactions among students, faculty, and staff
that contribute to an atmosphere of intellectual inquiry.
1. Faculty offices should support student conferences and collegiality among faculty members.
Groups of appropriately -sized offices near their departmental offices with shared conference and
printing facilities.
2. Student clubs and organizations should have meeting spaces and storage spaces that
encourage participation and leadership.
3. Flexible research facilities should be provided in each college to encourage both long term
and short term projects
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4. Meeting spaces that promote collegiality should be built into each new building and developed
in exterior spaces around existing buildings if no space is available for upgrade within, then
exterior space around existing buildings should be utilized.
A faculty club would be an excellent support facility to promote the learning by the faculty as a
place for seminars and conferences. Coffee houses, snack ‘mini-marts’, places to read current
periodicals & view student work on display.
5. Each department should have facilities for advising, tutoring, and
counseling.
6. Daycare on site should be expanded to meet the needs of students, faculty, and staff.
7. Public art should be placed in area which will promote discussions and provoke a sense of
inquiry.

II. Create a Sense of Place
A. Campus planning, including the placement of buildings, circulation paths, entries, and
landscaping should reflect and enhance the connection to the surrounding landscape.
1. Views to the surrounding hillsides should be maintained.
Creating framed views between buildings or from a building.
2. Buildings should be set into the landscape to facilitate level changes by pedestrians and
people in wheelchairs as well as minimize the size of buildings and integratie them into their
setting.
Use elevators and connecting bridges to ‘level out’the terrain for
people with mobility difficulties.
3. The surrounding natural environment should be preserved and the interior of campus should
be infused with elements of the natural environment.
Fingers or pockets of live oaks and chaparral in the campus
landscaping.

B. Establish an identifiable hierarchy of spaces on campus: the heart of the campus, the
heart of each college, the hearts of each social and residential area, the hearts of each
building.
(See Kevin Lynch, districts, nodes, landmarks)
1. The heart of the campus should be a gathering space (such as a quad on other campuses)
that can be used for large and small groups and enjoyed by individuals as well.
2. New buildings and landscaping should create boundaries for zones and outdoor districts and
spaces.
Each college as a district would have its own visual vocabulary for buildings and landscaping,
including art, water features, landscape pallete, etc.
3. All buildings should have informal meeting spaces either indoors or out that serve as a center
focus.
4. All buildings should be walkable with no more than five stories.
5. The edges of campus should be good neighbors on the outside and good boundaries for the
inside.
6. The procession through campus, through each zone, and into each building should be clearly
identified and assist in understanding the hierarchy of the campus.

C. There should be a common visual thread that connects all parts of campus to give a
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sense of continuity from entrance to entrance and to the heart of the campus.
Overall design for campus ‘street furniture, lighting standards,
trash and recycling receptacles, street signs & directions to buildings,plus standard vocabulary
for road and sidewalk materials, plant materials, benches/seating, etc.

D. Landscaping should reinforce the identities of each specific zone. Landscaping
should also and tie the campus together with a visual unity that links the zones
together...a theme within a theme, or a signature within a theme.
1. All spaces should be maintained at a high level to give the message that Cal
Poly is well cared-for.
Create trash cans and recycling
containers that are visually pleasing and easy to use without
overflowing; sweep public stairs every day.
2. Landscaping should be used to soften the hard edges of some
buildings and eliminate the blank wall image.
3. Landscaping in each zone should be consistent within that zone and should segue to the next
zone in a conscious manner.

E. Traveling through campus should be a pleasurable, invigorating experience.
1. Landscaping should visually enhance the pedestrian’s experience.
2. Loading docks should be cleaned up and hidden from view as much as possible.
3. Every building should have all fronts and no ugly back doors.
Hide all vending machines and utility boxes from public view and create “mini-marts” that are
easily accessible for each zone, eliminate open storage of obsolete equipment and trash.

F. Each College/District should have its own identity and sense of community.
1. Create places to sit that are inviting and encourage conversation.
(“People sit where there are places to sit.”)
Enhance the area around the flagpole at the Administration Building as a gathering/meeting spot.
2. Public art is a great implement for creating a sense of place from
railings you can sit on to sculptured walls, to earthworks.
The breezeway in Building 52, the zig-zag wall at the entry to Poly
Canyon.

G. Buildings should be of the best design, addressing massing, human scale, materials,
transparency, solid/void ratio, etc. appropriate to the district/college within the total
campus framework.
H. Outdoor spaces should have a sense of boundary, a sense of space, and a visual
unity that creates a sense of belonging to a particular zone
and enhances the sense of community.
3 Acre Lawn, Pocket of Paradise, the rose garden, the cactus garden, the pine grove near
Administration.
1. Buildings and landscaping should work together to create a human scale and a sense of
invitation to use the space.
2. Plantings for outdoor rooms should have a theme or overall design intent.
Xeriscape, Mediterranean, California natives, layers to create a
‘bowl-like’enclosure, etc.

III.

Wayfinding with Ease and Security

A. Entries to campus should create a solid sense of arrival.
1. Gateways should reflect Cal Poly as an institution of higher
learning.
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B. People should know where they are on campus at all locations and be able to find
any campus destination with ease.
(See Lynch again)
1. Create a strong graphic system for building names and numbers,
directions, room numbers, bus stops, etc. such that people with low vision can find their way
easily and high vision people will appreciate the aesthetics and unity of the system.
2. Create landmarks to identify districts and zones and to clarify
directions.
More large trees, tall parts of buildings, public art, special vistas.

C. Paths through campus should be efficient for moving people to their destinations
whether by car, bike, foot, or wheelchair.
1. Make paths where people want to go.
Stepping stones through landscaped areas, rounding corners on frequently traveled paths.
2. Create vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian hierarchies to maximize vehicular traffic at the
perimeter, maximize pedestrian traffic at the core and bicycle traffic to overlap both zones.
Eliminate parking in the campus core (except for minimum service and handicapped parking
zones) and emphasize its pedestrian nature. Make paths usable by vehicles but subordinate to
pedestrian use.

D. Everyone should feel safe on campus 24 hours a day.
Lighting levels should be sufficient for ease of travel at night and to
promote visibility of pedestrians and to deter assault or vandalism.
Identify paths regularly traveled and analyze for appropriate light
levels and 24 hour ‘eyes-on-the-street.’

IV.

Efficient Use of Resources

A. Cal Poly should be a leader in environmental sustainability and resource
conservation.
1. Campus planning should capitalize upon opportunities for the campus to foster environmental
awareness and environmental literacy.
2. Utilities and technology infrastructure should be easily accessible for maintenance and
upgrade to more efficient systems.
3. Recycling should be made easy for all to do on a regular basis.

B. Sound buildings should be reused and upgraded for new functions to facilitate
appropriate reconfiguration.
1. Technology (computers and HVAC) should be upgraded to a standard that supports learning
and inquiry.
2. Remodeling should take into account any potential for future
reconfiguration and technology upgrades.
3. A phasing plan for the replacement and/or upgrading of older
structures should be developed in keeping with the growth plans for the University.
4. Historical resources such as the Power House, Chase Hall, Crandall Gym should be restored
and integrated into the life of the campus with updated uses and contemporary services.

C. Intensification of the campus core should concentrate efficient operations and keep
travel distances to a minimum.
1. Scheduling efficiency of all classrooms and labs should be increased.
2. Maximum of a 10 minute walk from parking to office or classroom.
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3. There should be incentives and encouragement for replacing
single-story and some two-story academic buildings with buildings up to 5 stories, in keeping with
principles for good campus planning.

D. All buildings should be designed or upgraded for maximum energy efficiency.
1. Every room should have the possibility to get natural light and
natural ventilation as desired by the users.
2. Consideration of the life-cycle costs of each building should be
included in the design and/or remodeling to insure long-term savings and high level of quality and
durability.

E. Impact of the car (or truck) on campus should minimized and alternative modes of
transportation strongly encouraged.
1. Inner Perimeter Road should be enhanced as a pedestrian zone.
Paving uniform and good for walking, for wheelchairs or for low-vision. Differentiate paving
pattern for vehicles (service, emergency, bikes)
2. All circulation systems should be rethought to reduce the conflicts between pedestrian and
vehicular traffic.
3. Carpools should be given priority parking.
4. Bike racks should be visually pleasing and located in spots of highusage, convenient for the
user and aesthetically pleasing for the
pedestrian.
5. Service vehicles should be limited to a few service drives and to a few hours of the day.

F. The natural environment should be a laboratory for learning.
Poly Canyon, Stenner Creek, Brizzolara Creek, etc.
1. Xeriscape as much of the campus core as possible using California native plants reflecting our
diversity.
2. Identify those areas to be preserved as habitats or for their visual resources.

G. Swanton and the ranches in SLO are to be treated like satellite campuses with many
of the same principles as given here for the main academic core being applicable.

MASTER PLAN
UTILITIES TASK FORCE
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
September 8, 1999

The Master Plan Utilities Task Force met five times during Spring ’99 to develop these Guiding Principles. The task for
Eric Dexter, Jeff Emrick, Ed Johnson, Clem Michel, Tracy Morford, Ed Naretto (Campus Planning Committee Liaison)
Team). The task force is looking forward to Fall ’99 and further participation in the Cal Poly Master Plan.
GUIDING PRINCIPLE
The utility infrastructure shall support any
identified potential educational mission of the
University.
Development of campus facilities and their
utility infrastructure support shall consider
sustainability, alternative sources / diversity,
self-sufficiency, life-cycle costing and/or other
strategies to minimize impacts on the
environment.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

GENERAL – Consider existing improvements
and their current value to the University in
designing new systems. Sharing of trenches in
infrastructure design.
SOLID WASTE – Implement the proposed
Energy Efficient Resource Recovery Facility.
WATER – Develop redundant local sources
with capacities that acknowledge our 7 year
drought cycle.
SANITARY SEWER – Minimize the use of
pumps. Implement the proposed Energy
Efficient Resource Recovery Facility.
RUNOFF – Minimize pollution and degradation
of natural waterways by retention basins,
constructed wetlands, and less use of hardscape.
ELECTRICAL – Develop alternative sources
such as co-generation, solar, and wind
generation.

SCENARIO NOTE
The utility infrastru
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Utilities Guiding Principles
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Use of utilities shall acknowledge that utilities
are a resource with limits and their use has Cal
Poly impacts, regional impacts, and state-wide
impacts.
Additionally, consider utilities as a service to
the University to be delivered with efficiency
and flexibility.

The utility infrastructure support shall, to the
extent possible, be concealed from view.
The utility infrastructure shall be designed for
ease of maintenance and renovation.
Capital improvement projects shall be budgeted
considering all utility impacts caused by the
project.

SOLID WASTE – Initiate green waste
recycling. Encourage the purchasing of goods
manufactured from recycled material.
WATER – Water is our most ‘local’ limited
resource and continued conservation and
development of local sources should be
encouraged.
SANITARY SEWER – Develop improvements
and programs that minimize the impact on the
city sewer plant.
RUNOFF – Mitigate non-point source
pollution.
ELECTRICAL – Overhead service would be
acceptable outside of the campus core.
COMMUNICATIONS – Utilize industry
standards for telecommunication rooms and
structures.
The utility portion of a project budget is a
proactive, far-sighted investment in the future
and should remain intact during ‘value
engineering’exercises.
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Master Plan - Housing Task Force
Draft Guiding Principles
(5/27/99)
Housing for students is a basic need whether off campus or on campus. Housing should become a number one
priority for the University in light of potential increases in enrollment.
Principles
1. The University should provide a corresponding increase in on-campus housing when there is an increase in
enrollment.
A. Cal Poly Housing should be 25% of FTEs.
B. Cal Poly should encourage first time students and freshmen to live on or adjacent to campus.
2. The University should create attractive, safe and clean housing.
A. Housing should provide student privacy and large spaces.
B. Cal Poly should maintain "state of art technology" in on-campus housing.
C. Cal Poly should locate new housing in ways that do not adversely impact existing or planned City
neighborhoods or existing on-campus housing.
3. The University should develop a campus social and physical environment that is conducive to students and
faculty residency as well as extra-curricular functions including fraternities and sororities.
4. The University should develop a housing transitional-living plan, e.g., dorms-managed independent housing
with multi-generation aspects.
5. There shall be an ongoing process for representatives of neighborhoods, the City and the University to regularly
discuss housing policies and plans.
6. The University should respect the land use policies and zoning of adjacent jurisdictions in housing development
planning.
7. There should be standardized assessments of the condition of the rental housing.
8. The University should put in place an academic structure that promotes student graduation in four years, or
when appropriate.
9. The University should recognize the impact the student population has on the neighborhoods of the City.
10. The University should implement programs and incentives to encourage second year students to live in
transitional student housing close to campus.
11. The University should support innovative transportation strategies that alleviate commuting impacts on
neighborhoods and city infrastructure.
12. The University should work with the City to educate housing stakeholders about responsible housing standards
and practices. This should include information for landlords and tenants about standards for the condition of
housing for ongoing occupation, the responsibilities of the landlord and the tenant to the adjacent neighborhood
and other city residents, the neighborhood enhancement standards, and student recourse for inadequacies in the
condition housing.

From: rcholc [rcholc@gateway.net]
Sent: Tuesday, June 01, 1999 11:52 AM
To: epjustesen@rrm-design.com
Subject: Final

NEIGHBORHOOD RELATIONS TASK FORCE

RECOMMENDATIONS
In recognition that Cal Poly is an "ongoing" entity in San Luis Obispo: new
development, changes, and other activities of the University should
address community concerns using the following principles as they relate to
Neighborhood Relations.
1.
FOR PLANNING NEW DEVELOPMENT ON CAMPUS

GUIDING PRINCIPLES:

Because there are established residential neighborhoods in the City of San
Luis Obispo, and because new developments on campus may negatively
impact these established, residential neighborhoods:
• It shall be a guiding principle that negative impacts of new

development, and/or re-development such as: noise, glare,
traffic and parking shall not be borne by residents of the
established residential neighborhoods of San Luis Obispo.
• New development on campus shall be designed to eliminate

impacts on established neighborhoods, rather than to create
designs that generate ongoing conflicts between the University
and residential neighborhoods.

SUPPORTING PLANNING AND POLICY PRINCIPLES:

*

1. There shall be a new, ongoing process by which representatives of
residential neighborhoods, neighborhood associations, and the

University regularly discuss issues which may impact
University/neighborhood relations. Existing University, City and Public
Advisory Committees should be continued. (Rationale: Direct, regular
communication between representatives of residential
neighborhoods, neighborhood associations, and the University is the
basis for positive University/neighborhood relations.)

2. Early in the process of conceptualizing and proposing new
development on campus, any possible impacts on the established
residential neighborhoods shall be identified through a cooperative
effort between the University and those neighborhoods possibly
impacted. (Rationale: Historically, neighborhoods have been key in
identifying possible impacts to
neighborhoods. The earlier that the neighborhoods are involved in the
process the more possibilities there will be for positive, successful
solutions.)
3. The University&rsquo;s Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for new
developments shall focus on the possible negative impacts on the
existing residential neighborhoods.
4. The University and the affected neighbors shall work together to
reach agreements on specific ways that potential impacts can be
avoided. Agreements should list and memorialize specific design
aspects, operational conditions, and meaningful enforcement
methods.
5. Design aspects and agreements with neighborhoods, which are for
the purpose of eliminating or mitigating impacts of campus
developments, shall be rigorously enforced by the University. To
eliminate ongoing conflicts between the University and established
residential neighborhoods, the University shall be proactive in
enforcing its agreements, rather than reactive and complaint-driven.
6. The University should coordinate its neighborhood relations efforts
among its various departments so that responsibility for operational
issues, agreement enforcement, communications with
neighborhoods, and other issues affecting neighborhoods are
coordinated.

7. It should be recognized that large, new developments on campus
which are dependant on both the student population and a large
commercial draw from non-student populations, may have
significantly larger impacts on residential neighborhoods than those
developments which depend upon the student population alone.
Developments with a commercial component may also require
proportionately larger efforts and costs to eliminate negative impacts
on established residential neighborhoods.
8. The University should develop or maintain adequate natural or
physical buffers between established residential neighborhoods and
existing and future developments on the campus to avoid negative
impacts.
2.
FOR CONSIDERING INCREASED ENROLLMENT

GUIDING PRINCIPLES:

Because Cal Poly is a residential campus of more than 6000 acres
adjacent to one relatively small city of approximately 45,000 people:
• It shall be a guiding principle that negative impacts resulting

from increased enrollment such as: traffic, parking problems,
overcrowding, noise, deterioration of residential properties and
increased rental housing costs for all, shall not be borne by the
residents of the established residential neighborhoods of San
Luis Obispo.

SUPPORTING PLANNING AND POLICY PRINCIPLES:

*

1. There is an existing shortage of affordable, desirable housing on the
campus. This should be corrected. When the University further
increases enrollment, there must be a corresponding increase of
affordable, desirable housing on the campus to accommodate that
increase. (The university&rsquo;s goal of having only 25% of its
students living on campus, as stated in the DEPAC "more" enrollment
on campus scenario, is very inadequate).

2. The University should provide the location for a Greek Row on
campus where Greek activities can take place.
3. The University should research the local feasibility of programs which
have been successful at other universities, such as; multi-generation
housing on campus, on-campus living for first time freshmen, and the
development of a transitional living plan.
4. The University should strive to develop a social and physical
environment on campus that is attractive to students and faculty that
promotes on campus living and a sense of community.
5. To reduce traffic problems on and near the campus, the University
shall continue to contribute to the City's transit services and
encourage increased use of these services. Circulation systems on
the campus should be improved with particular focus on alternative
forms of transportation, campus transit systems, bicycling and
walking.
6. New parking on the campus shall not impact established residential
neighborhoods.
7. The University should work proactively with the City and residential
neighborhood associations to review existing "good neighbor"
guidelines, develop additional guidelines where necessary, educate
students about these guidelines, and enforce and implement these
guidelines on an ongoing basis.
8. The University should make existing campus educational activities
more accessible to the residents of San Luis Obispo.
9. The University should provide funding to help the City communicate
with landlords and absentee owners regarding property upkeep,
tenant relations, and identify and correct violations of overcrowding,
noise, and other neighborhood enhancement ordinances.
10.
The University shall better integrate neighborhood issues
throughout the Master Plan and related documents, including the
enrollment scenarios.

As this is "the primary conduit for participation" by neighborhoods, and
there is no neighborhood representative on the Master Plan Committee

(see background materials), we appreciate this opportunity to offer a more
complete task force recommendation. We would also appreciate the
opportunity for a neighborhood representative from this committee, to
attend at least one meeting of the University's Master Plan Committee for
the purpose of providing background and answering questions about these
recommendations.

Dated: May 24, 1999

*Task

Force Charge: "To suggest broad policy or planning principles
regarding the assigned topics to help guide the development of the
administrative draft of the Master Plan". (Cal Poly Master Plan.)

Cydney

6/12/1999
LAND USE TASK FORCE
Guiding Principles Master List
Final Draft – from comments received at the 6/09/1999 meeting.
Xxxxxxxx = deletion
AAAAAA = Revisions
Land Use Classification

Principle

General

1. Create a Sense of Place.
2. These Guiding Principles apply to all Cal Poly sites.
3. Consider the relocation of a present use to a more optimal site.
This could include the removal or modification of an existing
building / site, or replacing the present activity/use with a
more optimal activity/use.
4. These Guiding Principles should be included as part of the EIR
process for future projects and/or amendments to the Cal Poly
Master Plan.
5. All future land use considerations should have an inclusionary
review process from the outset.
6. The University should act as a steward to preserve the
aesthetic and environmental integrity of the built and natural
environment.
7. Strive for compact development of buildings and sites. New
development should be concentrated in the campus core.
8. Emphasize land use suitability and quality for proposed new
uses, i.e. prime agricultural land should be used only for AG
based curriculum.
9. Planning and budgeting for new land uses / facilities should
incorporate replacement and/or relocation of displaced viable
education facilities/activities.
10. Be compatible with City, County, State, and regional and other
community plans, such as the Morros, San Luis Obispo and
Estero Plans.
11. Be student, community and environmentally considerate.
12. Enrollment growth must be sensitive to impacts on
surrounding communities and environment.
13. The physical environment and services shall continually be
improved by creative planning that emphasizes a
comprehensive environmental awareness.
14. Siting and design of buildings should utilize resource
conservation techniques including water, waste water and
energy efficient designs.
15. Cal Poly Master planning, including the land use portions,
should set a high standard, 21st century effort, that is
recognized by the community as both thoughtful and future
sighted.
16. Primary components would be student, community and
environmentally friendly.
17. Campus land uses should be located so that adjacent uses are

18.

19.

20.
21.

Agriculture

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

Residential

Riparian/Wetlands

compatible with respect to their activities and environmental
impacts.
Campus land uses should be located so that closely related
activities are close by one another, adjacent, or integrated onto
the same area or structure.
Academic use of lands beyond the campus core should be
documented and kept current, and these records should be
consulted in campus planning and project development.
Cal Poly should adopt and maintain land use definitions,
designations and mapping for all University lands.
For each applicable land use define BMP’s and note that they
may evolve over time.
Prime AG land should remain in agriculture production.
Campus AG land serves as a “living laboratory” for our
students, and must be retained in reasonable (available for
access within class to class scheduling intervals) proximity to
the campus core.
Adopt and implement Best Management Practices (BMP’s) to
improve rangeland health, sustainability and productivity.
Improve water quality and bio-diversity.
Make our agricultural lands economically functional by using
the most up-to-date stewardship and technology to enhance the
educational mission while improving the sustainability of the
operation.
Designated AG lands should be protected and preserved from
future non-AG development. AG development, both structural
and land use, should be consonant with environmental
principles. Any proposed development should also follow
General Principal #5.
Compatible academic multi-use of designated AG lands
should be encouraged and expanded.
AG activities should be compatible with the educational
mission of the University.

1. Provide students, faculty and staff a private, safe and
pedestrian friendly environment.
2. Provide easy access to classes, recreation, and transportation.
3. Residential development should fit in visually with
surroundings.
4. New student housing facilities should be located in proximity
to recreation and academic support facilities.
5. Minimize impacts to high quality natural areas.
1. Riparian corridors and wetlands contribute to biodiversity and
healthy aquatic environments. These areas should be
preserved and/or managed and protected as valuable natural
resources.
2. Place high value on natural wetlands.
3. Emphasize naturally functioning ecosystems.
4. The University should restore damaged campus lands that
contain visual, riparian and other high value natural resources
to more naturally functioning conditions. This includes non

point water pollution sources.
5. Establish and adopt BMP’s such as effective setbacks from
riparian and wetland areas that prevent resource degradation.

View sheds
Natural Areas and Open
Space

Neighborhood Interface/
Campus Fringe
Land Use Compatibility

1. Campus facilities, land use patterns, support facilities, signage,
etc. should be compatible with their surroundings.
1. Natural areas provide wildlife habitat and should be designated
and protected.
2. Natural areas and open space should be available as biotic
Corridors to connect with adjacent areas.
3. Designated Open Spaces & Natural areas should be evaluated
to allow for public access where such use does not conflict
with existing uses.
4. The University through the on going Master Plan process,
shall designate appropriate areas of its land as Open Space.
5. Protection of Open Space should be of equal importance to
other principles of the Master plan.
1. The concerns of neighbors regarding traffic, noise, lighting,
viewsheds, etc. need to be considered in conjunction with
educational and facility needs of the campus.
2. Strive for land use compatibility that protects natural, scenic,
cultural and agricultural resources.
3. Consider the relocation of a present use to a more optimal site.
This could include the removal or modification of an existing
building / site, or replacing the present activity/use with a
more optimal activity/use.
4. Effective buffers should be established and maintained
between campus lands and activities and natural or built
environments of both campus & surrounding community.
5. Buffers should be provided to offer protection from dust,
pesticide drift, odors, noise, visual, traffic and public safety.

Recreation

Parking/Circulation

Campus Core

1. The University should provide opportunities for outdoor and
indoor inter-collegiate sports, organized intramural sports,
informal active recreation and passive recreational activities.
2. All recreation activities should be compatible with their
surroundings.
1. Parking should be visually unobtrusive and placed in low
value resource areas. Consider underground, multistory
2. Encourage public Consider transportation and needs in
conjunction with class to class interval times. times to classes.
3. Pedestrian circulation should be convenient, safe and provide
direct routes between facilities, thereby saving commute time
and protect landscaping from compaction.
4. Additional parking structures should be considered after the
potential to meet needs by use of alternative forms of
transportation have been reviewed.
1. Should be student friendly and pedestrian friendly.
2. Emphasize the restructuring and efficient use of the campus

3.
4.

Services & Support
Buildings and Facilities

1.

2.
Utilities, Easements,
R.O.Ws

1.

2.

core.
For example, in meeting future space needs consider
redesigning and/or re-use of an existing building before
considering new construction. current structure first.
If a new structure is needed add it to an existing structure.
Emphasize moderate vertical expansion over horizontal
expansion.
Should be located so as not to accentuate parking and
circulation, and does not have noise or odor impacts on
neighbors.
Student services, study lounges, and food, should be provided
in new facilities located away from the core services.
As If AG land is converted to other uses, consideration of
utility demands (e.g. water, electrical etc.) and sensitive
placement should be considered included.
Place utilities underground as much as possible and
consolidate them within existing easements.

SPRR Railroad

1. Recommend that SPRR be encouraged to maintain rights
of way and fences in good and workable condition.
2. In planning campus circulation patterns consider safety in
conjunction with any activity near or crossing the RR
tracks.
3. Seek cooperation between the University and SPRR.

Swanton Pacific Ranch

1. Should serve as a resource for AG and environmental
education, for Cal Poly and the general public.
2. Can activities there be handled on land near Cal Poly? Include
public land (FS & BLM?)
3. Avoid duplication of activities that can occur at SLO campus.
4. Protect the unique environment of this ranch.

Chorro Creek, Escuela, & 1. Protect the Highway 1 view shed.
Walters Ranches
2. Should continue to serve as living laboratories and
locations for student enterprise projects.
3. Limit development on these ranch to those activities need
to support AG operations and AG. teaching/learning.
Poly Canyon
1. Adopt recreation policies to protect the natural beauty
and disseminate these policies on campus and to the
public.
2. Develop policies for public use and passive recreation
use.
3. Define the limits of “Poly Canyon”.
4. Additions to the Architectural “Village” should be
subject to University review.
5. Clean up and restore the Creek through Poly Canyon.
6. Adopt and enforce a leash law for the Canyon.
7. There should be no new development in Poly Canyon.
1. Carefully weigh long term issues with Develop and adopt
Minerals/Resources
policies and BMP’s for mineral/resource extraction, such as
sand, gravel, rock quarry, oil, gas, water, from Cal Poly.

2. Consider soils, exposure, etc.
2. Identify and map existing quarry sites on campus.

Commercial/Visitor
Serving
Acquisition and or
Disposition

Open Space

1. Evaluate needs and alternatives for commercial and
visitor serving uses on campus.
Purchase appropriate adjacent land. Sell outlying lands.
1. Review potential sale of small, isolated properties that
are without academic use.
2. Open space, agricultural and view shed lands should not
be sold.
3. Sale of property should result in no net loss of
agricultural or open space lands.
1. Designated Open Space should be preserved.

Notes:
1. Terminology for reference to areas of the campus should be uniform – suggestions:
• Campus Core
• Extended Campus Core
• Ranches
Swanton Pacific
Escuela
Walters
Chorro Creek
2. The architecture village is located outside of Poly Canyon – it is located on Peterson Ranch.
3. The ROTC uses Peterson Ranch and other open space lands on campus for temporary
activities.
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Cal Poly Master Plan Update
Natural Environment ~ Guiding Principles
Draft June 11 1999
I. Preamble
Cal Poly Land encompasses nearly ten thousand acres in three large parcels--two
in San Luis Obispo county, and one in Santa Cruz county. Cal Poly Land
comprises one of the university's most valuable assets. It is an indispensable
resource for education and research; it is the home of vital ecosystems and varied
lifeforms; it is a haven for recreation and renewal; it is a fertile source of food and
fibre; it is a legacy to preserve for future generations. This asset is bound to
increase in value as California's population and development pressures mount and
as environmental protection becomes a growing national priority. The Master Plan
must articulate reasons why Cal Poly Land is held as a public trust and what the
University's principles are for managing it.
II. Summary of Principles. Cal Poly will:
A. Explore, name, inventory, map, zone, describe and monitor the land and its
environmental resources--animal, vegetable and mineral
B. Guarantee that present and projected future teaching and research uses of these
environmental resources will be protected and fostered .
C. Abide by the highest standards of natural resource management as steward of
publicly owned lands.
D. Promote campus-wide participation in long-range planning, protection,
oversight and fair distribution of environmental resources
E. Join other Green Universities in a leadership role as models of environmental
protection, education and innovation
III. Elaboration of Principles
A. Cal Poly will explore, name, inventory, map, zone, describe and monitor
University lands and their flora and fauna
1. Rationale
a) Planning is decision making based on large-scale, long-term as
well as detailed knowledge. Knowledge of the land is necessary for
all decision-makers and is desirable for the whole community.
Information must be systematically and collaboratively collected,
processed, and disseminated to heighten awareness of Cal Poly
lands' values.
2. Policies and Programs
a) Develop GIS database
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b) Organize data with multiple categories
(1) Watersheds
(a) Brizziolari Creek
(b) Horse Creek
(c) Stenner Creek
(d) Dairy Creek
(e) Pennington Creek
(f) Scotts Creek
(2) Mountains and Ridges
(a) Poly Mountain,
(b) Horse Unit Mountain,
(c) Swine Unit Mountain,
(d) Radio Tower Hill,
(e) White Cattle Ridge
(3) Ecosystems
(a) ponds, marshes, vernal pools, swales, riparian
corridors, oak woodland, mixed hardwood, pine
forest, chaparral, pasture, serpentine outcrop,
cactus, sycamore groves
(4) Roads and trails
(a) jeep, mountain bike, hiking only
(5) Historic locations
(a) ranch names, cabins, homestead sites, mines,
springs, rock corrals, mortar holes
(6) Habitats
(a) for common as well as rare and endangered
animal and plant species, distinguishing native from
exotic
(7) Areas and objects of special value or significance
(a) Ancient oaks, sycamores
(b) Springs and vernal pools
(c) Geological formations
c) Devise methods for officially naming landscape features
(1) Historical
(2) Memorial
(3) Fund raising
d) Designate degraded or threatened areas as restoration sites
(1) E.g. quarry in Poly Canyon, Erosion area under railroad
tracks near Stenner Canyon, DWR right of way above
railroad tracks
e) Designate present and potential land use categories and zones
(1) Biology, Agriculture, NRM, Recreation, Aesthetics,
Conservation, Habitat
f) Archive and disseminate information gathered
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(1) Make Inventory and Maps available to the University
community and the public on an updated, maintained
website linked to Cal Poly Home Page
(2) Publish accurate detailed attractive Cal Poly lands map
(3) Encourage student, faculty, grant-funded scientific and
humanistic studies of Cal Poly land
(a) Revise and update the Stechman Report on Cal
Poly Land.
(b) Promote new graphic, literary, and historical
projects
B. The University will guarantee that teaching and research uses of Cal Poly Land
are protected and fostered.
1. Rationale
Cal Poly Land was acquired from donors who intended to promote
the University's primary mission of transmitting and extending
knowledge. Carrying out that educational mission--especially in
fields of biology, agriculture and Natural Resource Management-
requires the living laboratories that extensive tracts of lands
harboring a variety of ecosystems can provide. Growing demand
for environmental protection and resource management by
government, industry and the general public will increase career
opportunities for Cal Poly graduates. The excellence of the
university's programs in these areas relies upon the quality and
quantity of its environmental assets.
2. Policies and Programs
a) Survey present and projected uses of Cal Poly's Environmental
Resources by relevant Majors, Concentrations or Departments
(1) Landscape Architecture and Environmental Design
(2) Environmental Geography
(3) Environmental Management
(4) Environmental Science and Technology
(5) Biology
(a) Pennington Creek Biological preserve--200
acres
(b) Bird Surveys at the Reservoirs
(c) Native bunch grass studies
(6) Environmental Biotechnology Institute
(7) Environmental Horticultural Science
(8) Bio-resource and Environmental Engineering
(9) Soil Science
(10) Natural Resources Management
(a) Studies of Environmental damage and mitigation
of State Water pipeline construction through campus
(11) Recreation Administration and Physical Education
(a) Park development and management
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(i) Trail building and maintenance
(ii) Nature preserve/botanical garden/
arboretum creation and promotion
(12) Geology
(13) History
(a) Pre-historical archeological sites and sites of
interest in California History
(14) English
(a) Classes on Nature poetry or romantic literature
can be held in pastoral surroundings within walking
distance of central campus
(15) Philosophy
(a) Classes on environmental ethics now given
b) Offer additional Environmental Studies courses and make them
part of General Education
(1) Work collaboratively with San Luis Obispo School
District's Environmental Education Center at El Chorro
Ranch, adjacent to Cal Poly Land
c) Promote classes and research projects by faculty and students
emphasizing "Poly Ecology" and local environmental/natural
resource issues
(1) contribute to mapping and description of university
lands
(2) study the environmental, economic and social
consequences of rapid conversion of cattle grazing lands to
vineyards
(3) study of the environmental and economic consequences
of large scale gopher poisoning programs
(4) study methods of economically viable small scale
organic agricultural production
(5) study the ways that tax benefits and other incentives
can help to preserve agricultural land from overdevelopment
[Ag Biz]
(6) study ways that agricultural landowners have partnered
with environmentalists
(7) study environmental activism taught by local and guest
experts
(8) study present environmental issues
(a) North Coast, SOAR, Wineries, City vs. County,
Population growth, parks vs. habitats, etc.
(9) Use as model the partnership between National Park
Service and new UC Merced located in Sierra Nevada
foothills
C. Abide by the highest standards of natural resource management as steward of
publically owned lands..
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1. Rationale
In addition to carrying out its primary mission of education and
research through academic programs, the university functions as a
prestigious and powerful institutional citizen. The donors of Cal
Poly Land assumed that the University was qualified to hold
precious assets in long term public trust. The university's treatment
of its environmental resources wields direct influence in the
community and teaches students by precept and example.
2. Policies and Programs
a) Maintain ecosystem health, diversity and integrity on Cal Poly
Land
(1) Abide by highest legal standards of environmental
protection and maintenance
(a) Never go lower than standards applying to
private developers by state, county and city
regulations and whenever possible go higher.
(b) Require EIR with full opportunity for public
input in planning any new construction outside
central core of campus
(c) Use all “Best Management Practices” to
minimize negative impacts to riparian areas.
(i) Incorporate all the principles in City of
SLO Conservation and Open Space element
regarding creek and riparian area protection,
hillsides, viewsheds, agricultural buffers and
maintaining Greenbelt around the city.
(d) Prevent erosion through the planting of drought
tolerant, native vegetation in a manner that is
aesthetically pleasing.
(e) Eliminate or minimize introduction and spread of
non-native/invasive plants. Restore native plant
communities
(f) Build no roads that impinge on viewshed and
create erosion without proper EIR and mitigation
(2) Clean up and restore polluted or disturbed landscapes
(a) e.g. along Brizziolari [cattle unit] and Stenner
Creek [sheep unit], Smith Reservoir [horse unit],
Architecture ruins in Poly Canyon
(3) Avoid and reduce fragmentation of landscape
(a) identify and preserve wildlife preserves and
migration corridors
(b) recognize and protect wild and semi-wild areas
from any further development
(c) Acquire land or easements to enlarge or link
protected areas
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(d) Sell, trade or lease land only if exchange
produces obvious environmental gains and if
recipient's use can be assured to involve no
environmental degradation
(4) Protect all scenic resources and viewsheds on Cal Poly
Land
b) Collaborate with neighboring governments, environmental
organizations and private landowners to protect community
environmental assets
(1) link up with city and county open space, greenbelt and
agricultural land initiatives
(a) the Morros committee
(b) Packard Foundation
(c) Land Conservancy of SLO
(d) The Nature Conservancy
(e) Acknowledge that Cal Poly land lies within the
City of San Luis Obispo Greenbelt area [San Luis
Obispo Planning Area General Plan 4-9] and
continue to participate in the development of
Greenbelt program providing hard edge for Urban
border
(f) Declare Poly's willingness to serve as steward or
recipient of surplus Government Land, such as
Camp San Luis Obispo
(2) Recreational
(a) Work with Sierra Club and other organizations
to build and maintain trail systems through Cal Poly
land and connecting with adjacent lands.
(3) Develop conservation agreements with neighbors
(a) ranch owners in Stenner Canyon
(b) Harold Miossi
(c) Eleanor Trucchio
D. Cal Poly will promote campus-wide participation in long-range planning,
protection, oversight and fair distribution of its environmental assets
1. Rationale
Cal Poly Land attracts the claims of many interests. Those of
housing, parking, athletics, commercial development, utility
easements, and agricultural leases compete with the higher priorities
of teaching, research and land stewardship. Further competition
flourishes within those priorities. Protection of a reservoir serving
as a bird sanctuary used for field study by biology classes competes
with agriculture's use of its banks for livestock grazing. Procedures
must be established to establish and enforce consistent, fair and
open adjudication of these claims-- procedures modeled upon those
developed by government for land use decision and environmental
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protection. An official voice must be appointed to speak for the
environment itself.
2. Policies and Programs
a) Define resource uses by the Master Plan rather than by funding
from donors
b) Incorporate environmental impact review at the first stage of
any development proposal rather than after resources have been
invested in the creation of any plan
c) Promote a higher level of environmental review and input than
required by law to set standard and example
d) Create a position of environmental caretaker, advocate and
monitor, one like the County of San Luis Obispo's environmental
coordinator
e) Employ the expertise of Cal Poly faculty in environmental
protection by allowing for release time for professional consulting
f) Create a Land Conservancy/Land Trust type of body to acquire
and manage donations of additional land or conservation easements
g) Establish a permitting system to forestall uses of Cal Poly land
that would violate these principles and also that would adjudicate
among competing users
h) Establish written policies and procedures for granting of
easements to outside agencies that allow no damage of
environmental resources
E. Join other Green Universities in a leadership role as models of environmental
protection, education and innovation
1. Rationale
The last five years have seen the worldwide growth of a movement
to make universities agents for environmental reform, known
variously as Green Universities or Universities for Sustainability.
Recognizing the position of Universities as powerful, independent
but affiliated institutions, as producers and disseminators of
knowledge, as agents of reform, as molders of the next generation,
students, faculty and administrators at institutions like University of
Colorado at Boulder, Tufts University and the University of Kansas
have committed themselves to environmental leadership. In addition
to adopting responsible environmental policies for its own campus,
Cal Poly should identify itself as part of this movement.
2. Policies and Programs
a) Continue Provosts programs
(1) Provost's forum
(2) staff and student hikes
b) Join Green Campus movement
(1) Develop contacts with Center for Regenerative Studies
at Cal Poly Pomona, Campus Center for appropriate
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technology at Humboldt State and other CSU
Environmental organizations
(2) President Baker should sign The Talloires Declaration
signed by more than 200 University Presidents
c) Develop a "green" Cal Poly slogan and logo
(1) e.g. "Stewards of the Land"
d) Sponsor a conference of University Presidents for a Sustainable
Future at Cal Poly
e) Perform environmental audit on campus activities
f) Reduce Campus Waste
g) Maximize Energy efficiency
h) Promote Recycling
(1) Blue recycling baskets in every office
(2) Recycling containers everywhere on campus
i) Institute environmentally responsible purchasing policy
j) Develop a transportation policy that discourages presence of
automobiles on campus
(1) Continue and expand [not discontinue] bus subsidy
(2) Deal with parking shortage on campus not by building
more garages on the central campus and thereby
encouraging vehicular traffic, but by providing better bicycle
facilities, off campus "Park and Ride" facilities, and shuttle
busses.
k) Divest Foundation investments in Polluter Companies
IV. Management principles for specific Cal Poly Landscapes
A. Campus Core
1. Policies and Programs
a) Review all campus core projects in terms of their impact on
resources and environmental concerns.
b) Use Sustainable landscaping practices-shift from exotic species
to longer lived native species
(1) Promote water conservation in materials, installation
and management
(2) Improve plant suitability
(3) Promote species and age diversity
(4) De-intensify eucalyptus trees
c) Maximize natural resource values
(1) habitat values
(2) habitat and open space linkages
(3) Enlarge/preserve existing open space and promote tree
planting, encourage core transportation via bike, trams
B. Agricultural Fields
1. Description
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a) This area extends from the campus core to the rising hillsides
and over to Highway 1 and west to Cheda Ranch.
2. Academic assets.
a) The fields of agriculture are the laboratories of the College of
Agriculture.
b) Soils on many of these fields are uniquely rich
c) Reservoirs and runoff ponds within this area serve as wildlife
habitat and sanctuaries
(1) Smith, Shepherd, Indonesian, Cheda
3. Policies and Programs
a) Require approval of Faculty Senate for withdrawal of lands
from any instructional or research uses associated with Agriculture,
Natural Resource Management or Biology
b) Review fields and their uses in terms of environmental concerns
including noise, smell, etc.
c) List structures on AG/Open Space land that are of historic or
significant value and retain them for educational and historical
purposes.
d) Retain as agricultural production zones all Class I and Class II
soil on lands under the control of the College of Agriculture
(opposite side of railroad tracks) and the Campus Core (this side of
the railroad tracks).
e) Endorse the principles set forth in the Storm Water Prevention
Plan (SWPP), which is a plan to control erosion and runoff during
the wet season. (FNR 435)
f) Minimize use of pesticides and chemical fertilizers
g) Develop and maintain a pesticide and nutrient monitoring
program or application rates and runoff from agricultural fields and
other sources of nutrient pollution, such as the Dairy Unit. (FNR
435)
h) Perform a thorough inventory of the Cal Poly campus to
determine which unbuilt/undeveloped lands are suitable/unsuitable
for structures/buildings based upon soil mantle characteristics,
bedrock, and local earthquake faults. (FNR 435)
i) Use all “Best Management Practices” to minimize negative
impacts to riparian areas. (FNR 435)
j) Set design standards for all agricultural buildings and structures
to comply with County Sensitive Resource Area and Highway
Corridor Design Area Specifications
C. Ridgeline and Hillsides
1. Description
a) The ridgeline is the dominant visual backdrop for the campus
and defines its territorial range. Cal Poly is at the edge of a
wilderness and the hillsides provide the buffer between the urban
core of the school and the outback areas.
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2. Academic assets.
a) Provides an outdoor environment for classes that is within
walking distance of the core campus.
3. Policies and Programs
a) Balance proximity to core (i.e. appropriateness for
development) with environmental and viewshed concerns.
b) Adopt City of SLO Conservation-Open Space Element OS
2.2.4 Statutes and allow no more roads to be gouged into hillsides
c) Adopt City of SLO OS 2.3.1: "The City, County, and Cal Poly
should adopt...hillside development standards that fulfill the intent
of this Element’s policies.
d) Re-vegetate the firebreak on Poly Mountain
e) Clean up Poly Mountain including the P. Make new reservoir
and fencing less of an eyesore
f) Plant native trees in deforested areas with volunteer campus
tree planting program
g) Encourage growth of young oaks by fencing reproduction areas
from livestock
D. Poly Canyon including Peterson Ranch
1. Description
a) The Canyon provides a direct route to the deeper wilderness of
Cal Poly’s great landholdings. The steep walls and rolling hillsides
protect a rich variety of flora and fauna.
2. Academic assets.
a) This area is used extensively by biology students, natural
resource management classes, ROTC, and cattle operations in
animal science. The Canyon offers a serene setting for studies
using the natural resources and those that come for something more
spiritual.
3. Policies and programs
a) Preserve habitat for endangered species
(1) Serpentine grasses and other native grasses, native oaks
b) Protect aesthetic and promote recreational values
(1) Seclusion and quiet and insulation from light pollution,
despite closeness to campus core and city
(2) Varied and dramatic landforms
c) Plant and protect native oaks to mitigate losses of small trees to
livestock grazing and large trees to old age
d) Designate Poly Canyon as a preserve for the study of
ecosystems and utilized for educational purposes, protection of
flora and fauna and recreation.
e) Close Poly Canyon road to all but official vehicular traffic
(1) To lower impact on wildlife
(2) For safety and enjoyment of pedestrians and bicycle
riders
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(3) To reduce erosion and need for road maintenance
(4) To promote non vehicular uses
f) Discontinue quarrying activities and restore disturbed landscape
at quarry
g) Work with Sierra Club and other student groups to develop
and maintain hiking trail system
E. Stenner Canyon
1. Description
a) Farther from the core than Poly Canyon, Stenner offers more
pristine examples of coastal scrub and, eventually, an avenue to the
rare serpentine ridge with endemic species not yet degraded by the
grasses of Europe and Africa.
2. Academic assets.
a) Natural laboratory adjacent to Los Padres National Forest but
close enough for field study within regular class periods
b) Biology
(1) Rare and endangered species habitat studies
c) Agricultural
(1) Sheep and cattle grazing; experimentation with
pasture/grassland planting and cultivation principles
d) Natural resource management
(1) Opportunity for experimentation with reforestation of
degraded or non regenerative oak groves due to livestock
grazing
(2) Watershed study on Stenner creek and tributaries
(3) Watershed biosystems can be studied as integrated
wholes and compared with those on Western ranches
e) Recreation administration
(1) Center for Teaching and Learning, ASI
(2) hiking, mountain biking, trail riding, wilderness
camping.
(3) ASI's "Chumash Challenge" Program using campus
outdoor recreation facilities for training and enjoyment.
3. Policies and Programs
a) Abide by regulations for Special Resource Area because its
viewshed for the railroad and Highway 1
b) Protect ancient oak groves, unusual cliffs and rock formations,
extraordinary views of Morros and Ocean, year-round creeks and
cascades, direct access to Los Padres National Forest
c) Reduce fragmentation of landscapes
(1) Maintain wildlife corridors and continuity with National
Forest Lands
d) Study and mitigate effects of built environment--railroad,
pipeline construction, roads, on erosion and habitats
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F. Western Ranches
1. Description
a) Three thousand acres rising up from Chorro Valley, across from
the plutonic remains of Hollister Peak, the western ranches offer
agricultural and biological resources both typically and valuably a
part of the original California coastal landscape.
2. Academic assets.
a) Agriculture
(1) Grazing, Vineyards, Dry farming, potential for organic
farming
b) NRM
(1) Paired watershed studies and experiments with
restoration and control of sedimentation and runoff--in
connection with National Estuary program for Morro Bay
(2) Fire control classes have access to landscapes like
remote ones and steep hillsides and canyons; an opportunity
to learn topography
c) Biology
(1) 200 acre wildlife preserve now exists on Escuela Ranch
d) Education/Recreation Administration
(1) Adjoining County Environmental Education center and
SLO Botanical garden in Chorro Park
3. Policies and Programs
a) Reduce fragmentation of landscapes
(1) Maintain wildlife corridors
(2) Contiguity to Los Padres National Forest and projected
Santa Margarita Ranch preserve
(3) Study Watershed biosystems as integrated wholes
b) Collaborate with County Open Space/Agriculture programs and
Land trusts to keep this land protected
c) Partner with adjoining Rancho El Chorro and SLO botanical
Gardens to expand Environmental education programs
G. Swanton Pacific Ranch
1. Description
a) This jewel on the Pacific coast of Santa Cruz is a 3,000 acre gift
to the university rich with forest and other biological resources.
Swanton offers opportunities of education remote from our school,
yet soon to be intricately tied to Cal Poly.
2. Academic assets.
a) Residential Summer school classes
b) Events planning
c) Community market
d) Public use for recreation
e) Forestry classes--on natural cycles of change; adaptation of
forests to sustained yield forestry
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f) Longitudinal studies of tree growth under different logging
practices
(1) Senior projects
g) Forest health; silviculture
h) Forestry and legal regulations in Santa Cruz county
i) Management of coastal trails
3. Policies and Programs
a) Promote ethical land use.
b) Preserve the forest and other coastal resources associated with
the "Swanton Ranch" property for educational purposes, with the
exception of a portion reserved for natural resource management.
c) Carry out logging only in accordance with the highest standard
of habitat and forest protection--i.e. according to a "selection
system" whereby the forest is culled of inferior specimens and
species diversity is maintained, and not according to the "selective"
or "high-grading" system whereby the largest and most valuable
specimens are harvested for maximum commercial value.
d) Rule out maximizing short term revenue from logging at
expense of long term management goals
V. Appendix: Soliciting more input
A. Send draft copy to all departments named plus selected individuals--with letters
asking for additional input--especially about their projects and needs-- and names
of other faculty who should be approached
1. V.L.Holland
2. Rob Rutherford
3. Norm Pillsbury
4. James Vilkitis
5. David Chipping
6. Polly Cooper
7. Soil Science people
8. Randy Knight
9. Phil Ashley
10. Richard Kranzdorf
11. Dan Krieger
12. Bob Hoover
13. Recreation people--Duane Right?
14. Participants in Provost's Forum
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Committee Members
The Task Force met seven times during Spring Quarter 1999. The members consisted of:
Student, Civil Engineering
Student, Civil Engineering
Frank Achuff V
James Owens
Air
Pollution
Control
District
Parking & Commuter Services
Larry Allen
Jacquie Paulsen
Disability Resource Center
RRM Design Group, San Luis
Will Bailey
Andy Pease
Cindy Campbell

Parking & Commuter Services

Terry Sanville

Chris Collins
Brandon Farley

Student
City of San Luis Obispo Transit
Manager
Faculty, Kennedy Library

Joel Shirbroun
Maryanne Slaven

Faculty, Civil & Environmental
Engineering
RRM Design Group

Suzanne Winslow

Sharon Fujitani
Eugene Jud
Jerry Michael

Dale Sutliff

Rex Wolf

Obispo resident
City of San Luis Obispo
Public Works
Student
Student
CPC Liaison, Faculty,
Landscape Architecture
San Luis Obispo Council of
Governments
Master Plan Team Member,
Architect, Facilities Planning

Student
Sean Moss
The Task Force is looking forward to further participation including the review of the
administrative draft of the Master Plan during Fall Quarter 1999.

How Was This Statement Developed?
All 77 of the suggestions submitted by task force members (minus “world peace” – too bad!)
were reviewed and a total of six principles were distilled from this listing. These principles are
shown in Section A and reflect an eventual consensus of the task force. The master listing was
again reviewed and all other ideas were grouped into one of eight categories and listed in Section
B. In developing this listing redundancy was largely eliminated however no attempt was made
to eliminate potential internal inconsistencies between these examples and no consensus was
attempted. The examples are listed in order of the priority votes they received during a ‘dot
exercise’conducted the last meeting of the quarter. All suggestions were posted on the wall and
each member received 5 adhesive ‘dots’to place as votes. There were no restrictions limiting
the number of dots per item per member. The number of votes is shown in parenthesis. All
items receiving zero votes are listed as receiving one since it is assumed the author felt it had
some merit. Any changes to the example list agreed to during this last meeting are shown in
brackets.
What Do Some of the Terms Mean?

1

To promote a common understanding of this material, the following key terms are described
below:
Alternative Transportation: use of carpools, vanpools, buses, bicycles, walking, skateboards,
and rail service to physically transport people and materials.
Circulation Corridors: are corridors located at ground level that allow for the movement of
people and materials using various modes of transportation.
Project: an action to build or modify a structure or facility or the implementation of a new policy
that may impact transportation.
Woonerf: a Dutch term used to describe a circulation corridor where motor vehicles travel at
very low speeds and the corridor is designed to comfortably accommodate pedestrian and bicycle
traffic.

A. Guiding Principles concerning circulation for the development of the Cal Poly Master
Plan, no priority order is implied:

1. Recognize that Cal Poly University is an integral and important part
of its urban and regional setting and advocate and plan corridor,
gateway, and transportation solutions within this larger context.
2. Become a regional leader in fostering the use of alternative
transportation and discouraging the use of single-occupant
automobiles.
3. Develop a compact campus that fosters the use of non-motorized
and mass transit services between facilities.
4. Develop on-campus circulation corridors and related amenities that
provide for the safe, barrier-free, functional, and attractive access
for all users.
5. Continue to manage and provide parking for motorized and nonmotorized vehicles for the campus community in a manner
consistent with the Circulation Principles.
6. Advocate the continued development, improvement, and integration
of statewide transportation services to benefit the campus
community and visitors.

2

B. Examples of Projects, Programs, and Strategies that Implement the
Guiding Principles, generally organized by modes of transportation:
1. Modal Split Objectives
• Develop modal-split objectives using scientific methods (such as random
sampling) and information from City, County, and CSU sources as well
as from example communities in the U.S. and abroad. (8)
• Establish specific modal-split objectives that pursue increased
participation in alternative transportation through the application of
incentives and disincentives. (4)
2. Vehicle Trip Reduction
• Increase the price of an on-campus parking permits to a level where
alternative transportation becomes more competitive or where increased
revenues can support additional alternative transportation services. (7)
• Prohibit the sale of on-campus parking permits to Cal Poly students and
employees that live within 3/4 mile of campus [1/2 mile changed to ¾
mile during 5/24/99 meeting]. (3)
• Implement policies and programs that have the greatest measurable
impact on reducing single-occupant vehicle use. (2)
• Reduce the number of private motor vehicles on campus. (2)
• Prohibit freshman students living on campus from bringing private motor
vehicles to campus during their first year. (1)
• Develop aggressive short- and long-term Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) programs. (1)
• Develop and expand ride-sharing programs for Cal Poly students and
employees. (1)
3. Transit Service
• Provide the funding needed to maintain the “Zero-Fare” transit program
that serves Cal Poly students and employees. (8)
• Ensure that transit service is provided at convenient times including
evening, weekend, and holiday service. (5)
• Develop an on-campus transportation hub, possibly along the railroad. A
site near Mustang Stadium (or the BA&E area) should accommodate
train arrivals, busses, carpools and vanpools and should provide
information about campus parking, bicycle circulation, and community
transportation services. (3)
• Ensure that all types of transit service (buses, vanpools, carpools, trams
for the disabled, and escort vans) has access to all parts of the campus
using the main roads. (2)
• Provide passenger loading and unloading facilities at major transit nodes.
(2)
• Increase the number of transit stops and support facilities and transit
routes. (2)
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• Consider establishing an on-campus shuttle (or possibly a light rail
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system) that connects remote housing, agricultural units, and remote
parking lots with the campus core – when it would not foster singleoccupant vehicle access. (2)
Accommodate loading and unloading areas for vanpools and carpools in
the parking lot near the Administration Building. (1)
Increase bus ridership. (1)
Bicycles and Pedestrians
Promote bicycle and pedestrian access within the inner core of the
campus by providing bike lanes and pedestrian paths that have priority
use over motor vehicle circulation. Enforce the use of bike lanes within
the core area. (5)
Include a “Bicycles and Pedestrian Element” as part of Cal Poly’s Master
Plan and ensure that all campus facilities are developed consistent with
this element’s provisions. (3)
Identify and emphasize the use of preferred pedestrian and bicycle routes.
(2)
Provide conveniently-located, secure, and attractive bicycle storage
facilities. (2)
Facilitate access for people in wheelchairs by constructing pedestrian
walkways and other transportation facilities that fully comply with
provisions of the California Building Code and the Americans With
Disabilities Act (ADA). (1)
Establish control measures that direct pedestrians to safely interact with
other modes of transport and cross streets at appropriate locations. (1)
Work with the City and bicycle clubs to establish a “yellow bike” (free
bicycle) program. (1)
Create consolidated bicycle storage areas [added to list during 5/24/99
meeting]. (1)
Increase bicycle use and walking. (1)
Streets and Roads
Campus signs (traffic, regulation and way-finding) shall present a
coherent, functional, and user friendly environment. [added to list during
5/24/99 meeting]. (4)
Consider employing the “Woornerf” concept along corridors where
pedestrian and bicycle access has priority over vehicle access. (3)
Improve cross campus circulation. (2)
Use traffic signals and one-way streets on campus and within adjoining
neighborhoods to improve vehicle circulation. Consider establishing a
“transit loop” that serves the campus and student housing areas within
3/4 mile of campus [1/2 mile changed to ¾ mile during 5/24/99 meeting].
(2)
Include in the Master Plan’s Circulation Element a map that establishes
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the purpose and function of all on-campus circulation corridors. (1)
Plan for additional circulation routes (flood gates) to accommodate
emergency evacuations, special events, or large fluctuations in vehicle
traffic. [modified by e-mail from the author, S. Winslow, prior to the
5/24/99 meeting]. (1)
Explore the use of innovative traffic management facilities, such as
roundabouts, to improve traffic flow. (1)
Extend California Boulevard as a two-way street to connect with
Highland Drive. (1)
Test the effectiveness of, and implement high-tech measures (such as
parking guidance systems, parking availability signs, automatic vehicle
location, fleet management, and signage program) to reduce unnecessary
on-campus vehicle circulation. (1)
Work with the City to establish a protocol for providing signage and
traffic management personnel when key parts of the circulation system
on and surrounding the campus becomes inaccessible. (1)
Establish an additional campus access point to accommodate circulation
from the Sports Complex, to better handle emergency evacuations, and to
provide access to major event parking areas. (1)
Development Patterns
Maintain the internal areas of the campus as walking-only areas. (4)
Establish a 10-minute walking distance as the criterion for defining the
core of the campus. Foster compact campus development so that this
criterion can continue to be satisfied, with exceptions for remote
agricultural units. (2)
Expand the core of the campus only when everything has been done to
increase its density to accommodate new educational facilities. (1)
Parking Supply and Management
Provide parking that satisfies the University’s “mission” while
maintaining Cal Poly’s commitment to alternative transportation. (9)
Eliminate the use of on-campus parking spaces for long-term vehicle
storage. (2)
Provide short-term parking zones as part of all new construction and
significant remodel projects to address the needs of students, employees,
and service vendors for unloading supplies, furniture, and other bulk
items. (2)
Reduce the rental price of on-campus housing while prohibiting the
issuance of an on-campus parking permit for students who live on
campus and agree not to bring a private motor vehicle to Cal Poly. (1)
Locate parking at the campus core’s perimeter and restrict traffic in the
inner loop. (1)
Establish and maintain an adequate parking supply for on-campus
resident students. For the dormitory-style units, a supply equal to 50% of
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the resident population should be maintained. For apartment-style units,
a supply no less than 70% of the resident population should be
maintained. (1)
• Develop a parking replacement policy that requires that any displaced
parking spaces be replaced on a one-for-one basis or, at the discretion of
campus planners, funds be placed in a parking construction reserve4 to
pay for replacement parking at a later date. (1)
• As a strategy for supporting the campus’s Average Vehicle Ridership
(AVR) goals, avoid creating “reserved” or “one-to-one” parking. (1)
8. Planning, Fiscal, and Other Issues
• Consult with the Associated Student, Inc. (ASI) on the preferred
alternative modes of transportation and discuss related fiscal issues. (2)
• Continue to use student, faculty and community input in the process of
developing and maintaining the Campus Master Plan. (1)
• Develop guiding principals for the Campus Master Plan that are
consistent with those of neighboring areas, including but not limited to
the City of San Luis Obispo. (1)
• Ensure that all transportation facilities (including signs, information
kiosks, visitor information booths) are convenient and accessible to
people with disabilities – including people with mobility, sight, hearing,
and learning limitations. (1)
• Integrate the concept of alternative transportation into all schools’
curriculums. (1)
• Provide for on-campus skate board circulation. (1)
• Earmark a set percentage of a project’s budget for facilities that
accommodate alternative transportation, located both on and leading to
the Cal Poly campus. (1)
• Ensure that all transportation-related costs (all modes) remain reasonable
to the users. (1)
• Free tuition. (1)
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Cal Poly Master Plan
Intergovernmental Relations
Suggested Principles (Revised June 6, 1999):
Information
• Updates. Meet annually with the city and county planning commissions to
provide an update on proposed changes to its Master Plan and other campus
activities and discuss issues of mutual concern. (BT)
• Project Information. Inform the city and County of San Luis Obispo, on a
regular basis, of proposed projects, especially during the early planning
stages. Those staff and administrators with responsibility for activities that
will have impacts beyond campus should establish their own information
sharing mechanisms.
• Pro-active Media. Develop a forward approach to the media, striving to get
a robust discussion of activities and issues at Cal Poly.
• Joint Program. Create a program with the city to provide information useful
to citizens, students, faculty and staff about activities and issues in the city
and on campus. This could include information kiosks and an internet site.
• Agency List. Develop a comprehensive list of agencies with permit
authority, concerned planning agencies, community associations,
neighborhood associations, and other organization that should be kept
informed of Cal Poly’s planning and project development.
• Campus Planning Committee. Use the Campus Planning Committee as a
forum for discussing broader community impacts. Distribute minutes to
agencies and jurisdictions interested in Cal Poly’s activities. Depending
upon the agenda, other interested agencies and neighborhood
representatives should be invited to CPC meetings.
• Community Planning Committee. Establish a Community Planning
Committee that includes Cal Poly, the city, the county, Caltrans, APCD,
neighborhood representatives, state and local representatives, and others as
needed to keep each other informed of educational opportunities and issues
that will affect the community both on and off campus.
• Annexation. Work with the Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO),
the county and the city to establish criteria for evaluation of potential
annexation of the campus. (BT)
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Planning & Decision-making
• Open Review Process. Establish an open review process for campus
projects. Work to resolve problems here at the local level before projects are
sent for approval to CSU. Work to insure process does not create a “chilling”
effect on staff, students and faculty who participate in project debates. (RH)
• Impact Zones. Identify “Impact Zones”, areas where different types of
impacts will occur beyond Cal Poly’s borders. Examples include traffic,
noise, lighting, and dust. Map areas in anticipation of future projects. This
will enable better impact analysis and notification of nearby residents in
addition to helping agencies anticipate and improve off-campus problems.
(BT)
• Public Notice. Notice about projects and changes in the Master Plan should
go beyond the “letter of the law”and be truly informative. Inform residents
within projected “impact zones”of the activity or project.
• Referral Process. Establish a formal referral mechanism with the city and
county for projects that will likely effect identified impact zones in the city or
county. Adopt the process as a part of Cal Poly’s approval mechanism, and
make it as early in the planning process as possible. Incorporate city and
county responses as part of the formal submittal to CSU Board of Trustees.
(BT)
• Appeal Process. Allow formal appeals within the Cal Poly and CSU system,
so affected parties both on and off campus have an opportunity to challenge
projects. (RH)
• CEQA. Implement CEQA in the full spirit in which it was intended, a full
disclosure of environmental impacts to help guide the actions of decisionmakers. For projects that will likely significantly impact city or county
resources, establish a co-lead on environmental review where allowed under
§15051 of the CEQA Guidelines. (BT, RH)
• Streamlining. Permitting processes should be evaluated to identify areas of
overlapping jurisdiction and ways to streamline the permit process so there is
timely response to the needs of the university while providing ample
opportunity for public review and participation in the permit process. (BT)
• Key Personnel. Identify key personnel at Cal Poly with knowledge and
authority as contacts for city, county and public agency interaction. (BT)
• Agency Contact. Make agency contact an early part of the process for
Master Plan modifications and project development at Cal Poly.
• CSU Process. Publish CSU’s process for Master Plan changes, and provide
agencies and other interested entities with information necessary to be
involved in that process. (RH)
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• Master Plan Changes. Make modifications to the Master Plan an open,
public and debated process.
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Project Development
• Permit Conditions. Establish a uniform set of permit conditions and
mitigation measures for all projects on campus.
• Monitoring. Provide consistent project monitoring and oversight to insure
contractors and campus personnel satisfy permit requirements and mitigation
requirements. (RC)
• Agency Reporting. Establish routine reporting procedures for agencies with
permit authority over campus projects. (RC)

Problem Solving
• Ounce of Prevention. Plan solutions to possible problems in order to

reduce the need for outside jurisdictions and agencies to be concerned with
campus activities. Plan any enrollment growth in phases to allow facilities to
be put in place to accommodate the growth. Major facility considerations
include student housing, parking, public transit, and road and traffic way
improvements. Cal Poly must also accommodate its student population by
offering enough classes so that Cuesta College will not be adversely
affected. Student housing, public transit, and parking should be on-campus
and in place before additional students are brought to the area. (LG)
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CAL POLY
Master Plan Update
Public and Support Services Task Force
June 1999
Master Plan Principles for Public and Support Services1

Preamble
The Public and Support Services Task Force used the following approach to identify the kinds of issues and
activities that the Master Plan update should address.
First, the group looked at services from two perspectives: (1) the present organizational structure on campus,
and (2) a typical “day in the life” of the different kinds of people whom Cal Poly serves. This analysis led to
the development of a matrix that identified the population groups and activities involved. See Appendix for
detail regarding the following factors that the group considered to be important to master planning for meeting
service needs.
� Population Groups
• Students (of various types, including non-traditional)
• Faculty (of all ranks and status)
• Staff (including State, Foundation, and ASI employees)
• Visitors/Guests (involved for different purposes)
� Special Needs of all Population Groups (e.g., child care, disability, ethnic origin/cultural background)
� Routine Activities to Be Considered (whether daily, weekly, quarterly)
• Academic and academic support activities
• Institutional support activities
• Governance
• Social, cultural and recreational activities
• Access
• Basic living activities
� Occasional or Non-Routine Activities (e.g., orientation, health care)
Please note that many of the principles address the nature and quality of support services because the group felt
that it could not express physical or spatial requirements without addressing these issues first.

General/Overall Principles Regarding Public and Support Services
• Public and support services should be offered in keeping with the characteristics and needs of students,
faculty, staff, and visitor populations, including the needs of particular groups, such as students in different
parts of their careers, faculty and staff with different kinds of assignments, visitors for different kinds of
occasions, and any special needs associated with persons from different backgrounds, ages, family status,
or physical or learning abilities. See Appendix for suggested list of populations whose needs may require
special attention in planning and offering facilities and services.
1

The list covers all principles discussed. Please note that the format varies, but that the content was discussed
one or more times for each issue.
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• The Master Plan should address the University’s physical or visual image, with particular attention to
helping all groups find their way around.
• Consolidated services may be desirable in different locations on campus for different groups of students,
faculty, staff, and visitors, including particular sub-groups, such as new employees.
• Campus services should be designed to meet or exceed applicable legal guidelines in order to provide an
environment that is safe, accessible, and supportive of students, faculty, staff, and visitors.
• Design of the built environment (interior and exterior) should take full advantage of the Central Coast’s
Mediterranean climate for health, environmental, energy efficiency and aesthetic reasons.
• Facility and circulation system capacities should be designed with peak use patterns in mind.
• Facility design for all campus functions – academic, residential, social, cultural, recreational – should be
flexible enough to keep pace with changing technology.
• Services that benefit from or require knowledge of the campus should be offered on campus (e.g., Student
Academic Services, Disability Resource Center).
• Services that frequently require coordination with academics or other campus services should be provided
on campus (e.g., Psychological Services for students).
• Services used frequently by a considerable number of students, faculty, and/or staff daily should be
provided on campus (e.g., food service, banking, health care.)
• Services that are needed specifically by students should be provided on campus (e.g., Campus bookstore,
health care).
• Cal Poly should provide opportunities to contribute to services required by the larger community through
such programs as service learning and the activities of clubs and organizations.
• The Master Plan should be designed with the acknowledgement that Cal Poly is not immediately adjacent
to a commercial district, which limits student, faculty and staff access to commercial services.
• The Master Plan should reflect intentional planning of services to meet the needs of changing student,
faculty, staff and visitor populations, per the different enrollment scenarios under consideration. For
example:
� The student progress scenario may require additional advising or other support services to assure
higher retention and graduation rates.
� The distributed teaching and learning scenario implies that some students will be learning away from
campus. The service needs of these students need to be addressed – including direct academic
services, such as computing, library access, academic advising, counseling, health care, etc.
� Any growth or change in the composition of the student population needs to be accompanied by a
commensurate increase and/or adjustment in the nature of services provided. These may include
service availability during evenings and weekends if classes and other learning opportunities are
scheduled during those times.
� Any change in summer enrollment (e.g., year-round operations) should be accompanied by
commensurate support services, including advising, financial aid, etc.

Academic and Institutional Support Activities
• Spaces designed for teaching and learning should be conducive to learning, including ventilation, lighting,
furnishings, furniture, sound quality, physical accessibility, technology access, security, sufficient area.
This principle applies to traditional classrooms and labs as well as non-traditional learning spaces
campuswide – e.g., in residence halls, university union, library, etc.
• Faculty and staff offices should be conducive to effective performance of the function for which they are
intended, including ventilation, lighting, furnishings, furniture, sound quality, physical accessibility,
technology access, security, sufficient area.
• A variety of learning spaces should be available to support different types of interactions – e.g., private
(individual) study, small groups, large groups, formal and informal meetings – with appropriate privacy and
the other qualities noted above.
• Learning space should be designed flexibly or for multiple purposes where possible to accommodate
changing pedagogy, student needs, technology, etc.
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• All spaces require maintenance appropriate to the function of the space, including sufficient quantity for
rotation to accommodate routine maintenance and periodic renovation or upgrading. Where possible
design should consider future maintenance requirements.
• Standardized time clocks should be installed where intrusion alarms are installed or other time-sensitive
access must occur.

Governance – The following principles are intended to meet the governance and collegiality needs of students,
faculty and staff, and to inform visitors as well.
• Adequate space needs to be available for organized groups to meet, including consideration of ventilation,
lighting, furnishings, furniture, sound quality, physical accessibility, technology access, security, sufficient
area. Such spaces should be available to accommodate groups of varying sizes. Flexibility in furniture
should allow for a variety of meeting and seating arrangements.
• The University needs an effective, internal communications system that is thorough, up-to-date, wellmaintained, accessible, reliable, affordable, and which provides consistent information about a topic.
• Physically, information needs to be dispersed through different media to a variety of locations and activity
centers on campus, including signage.

Social, Cultural and Recreational Activities
• Spaces designed for social, cultural and recreational activities should be conducive to effective
performance of their intended function, including ventilation, lighting, furnishings, furniture, sound quality,
physical accessibility, technology access, security, sufficient area. This principle recognizes that some
social, cultural, and/or recreational activities required specialized facilities.
• Adequate interior and exterior space needs to be available for informal group meetings and social activities,
including consideration of ventilation, lighting, furnishings, furniture, sound quality, physical accessibility,
technology access, security, privacy, and sufficient area. Such spaces should be available to accommodate
groups of varying sizes. Flexibility in furniture should allow for a variety of seating arrangements. This
principle includes the concept of the informal “living room” for sharing, networking, talking, etc.
• Ethnically inclusive design and décor should be provided, representative of multiple cultures so as to offer
comfortable surroundings for people of different cultures.
• Social, cultural and recreational activities need to be located in close proximity to food vending
opportunities.
• Social, cultural and recreational activities need to be integrated with residential living.
Recreational
• Spaces and facilities need to be flexible to accommodate informal recreational activities as well as
organized recreational sports. Outdoor and interior facilities need to be adequate in number to
accommodate free play as well as scheduled activities.
• Both the quantity and nature of recreational facilities and spaces should be designed with the specific needs
of a college population in mind rather than general community recreation standards.
• The Master Plan should provide space and building accommodation for ticket sales and concessions for
athletic and other events on campus.
• Indoor and outdoor spaces for intercollegiate athletics should be designed to meet Division I standards.
• Informal athletic spaces should be designed flexibly for multiple uses or dual purposes.
Access – Referred to Circulation Task Force

Basic Living
Eating
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• The Master Plan should provide adequate physical space to accommodate an appropriate number of
eateries reflective of a residential and commuting student population.
• The Master Plan should provide adequate physical space to accommodate a variety of diverse cash food
operations to provide service for campus community, reflecting a range of prices and levels of convenience.
• The Master Plan should acknowledge the need for food sales in a variety of convenient locations based on
the site plan and to meet the needs and tastes of a diverse and changing campus population.
• The campus should provide offer basic groceries for sale for those residing on campus, or wishing to
prepare simple meals.
• Basic food storage and preparation areas and equipment should be available in residential facilities, and, as
appropriate, to occupants of other buildings (e.g., refrigerators, microwave ovens).
Safety
• The campus should be prepared through emergency response planning to address the essential needs of
students, faculty, staff and guests in the event of a significant campus or community emergency.
• Campus efforts should be made to ensure that students, faculty, staff and guests are provided with
reasonable assurances of personal safety.
• Students, faculty, staff and guests should be provided with adequate resources and training to maximize
safety in campus learning and working environments.
• Campus facilities and grounds should be constructed and maintained in a manner conducive to individual
safety.
• The campus should meet or exceed applicable building, fire and other facility and equipment standards to
maximize the safety of students, faculty, staff and visitors. E.g., fire alarm considerations for different
building occupancies should include liability exposure and replacement costs as well as minimum
requirements.
• Emergency lighting should be provided in all areas, as required by code functions.
Family Care
• The campus should enable working students, faculty and staff to fulfill family care needs, through policies,
programs and services such as flex-time, family leave, child care, and other dependent care programs.
• New residential facilities should be planned with family needs and family care in mind.
Other Basic Living Services
• The campus should ensure that students, faculty, and staff have access to adequate housing services and
options.
• The campus should consider how to address housing needs of guests.
• The campus should ensure that students have access to reasonable options for meeting financial needs for
college attendance.
• Student employment should be designed to reinforce learning opportunities as well as to meet financial
needs.

Occasional or Non-Routine Activities
• Services should be provided to assist students through all stages of their academic career – from
recruitment and orientation through advising, registration and enrollment through graduation and career
placement.
• Campus services should be developed, staffed and funded adequately to care for the physical and emotional
well-being of students, faculty and staff, and guests, as appropriate.
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Appendix
Factors that may make a difference to master planning/service needs

Assumption: All of the factors listed in this table should be addressed in the context of how support services contribute directly or indirectly to
helping students attain the desired characteristics of a Cal Poly graduate, as identified in the "visionary pragmatism" report.

Population Groups to Be Served

Activities to Be Considered

Students
On-campus resident
Off-campus resident
Takes evening classes
In first year (freshmen)
In first year (transfer, grad)
In final year
Re-entering
Mid-career
Learning disability
Not attending classes on campus

Academic & Academic Support Activities
Attending Class/Labs
Teaching
Studying
Engaging in scholarship
Learning
Advising - academic
Advising - personal
Testing
Registering
Being assisted academically
Accessing information
Doing field work
Doing coops/internships

Faculty
New
On tenure-track
Tenured
Full-time, not tenure-track
Part-time
Approaching retirement
Teaches in evening
Volunteer
On leave - on-campus
On leave - off-campus

Institutional Support Activities
Serving students
Serving faculty and staff
Operating the university
Sharing information
Maintaining the university
Governance
Providing leadership
Meeting (e.g., committees)
Serving community

Staff
New
Part-time
Full-time/permanent
Works non-day shift
Approaching retirement
Rep. by collective bargaining
Management
State, Foundation, ASI payroll?
Non-Cal Poly employee
Student employee

Social, Cultural & Recreational Activities
Meeting (e.g., clubs)
Socializing -- informal
Exercising
Attending events - cultural
Attending events - athletic
Social drinking

Visitors/Guests

Access
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Commuting
Parking
Crossing campus
Moving inside buildings
Finding your way around

Prospective students/parents
Candidates for employment
Patrons
Alumni
Potential donors
Conferees
Speakers
Community members
Vendors, sales people
Construction contractors
Other guests

Basic Living Activities
Occupying residence
Preparing food
Eating
Sleeping
Personal hygiene
Doing personal business
Caring for family
Maintaining basic health
Working
Maturing
Being safe
Safe sex

Special needs of all population groups (less related to status)

Occasional or non-routine activities
Obtaining health care
Obtaining psych. Services
Arranging housing
Career counseling
Obtaining employment
Adjudicating
Orienting
Graduating
Attending conference
Guest speaking/lecturing
Being hosted
Emergency preparedness

Pre-school children
Children at home (not pre-school)
Physical/mobility disability
Gender
Ethnic origin
Cultural background
Dietary restrictions
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